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Omi found that there were really quite a few immortal cultivators who came to purchase the cave, and
there was a sizable queue at the entrance.

Omi didn’t want to queue up, and walked straight in, inside the management cabinet, many things like
a sandbox, the entire architectural terrain of the imperial city were vividly displayed.

The staff of the Cave Management Pavilion said toe-to-toe, “There are no longer any cave houses for
sale within thirty circles, those behind should not look into the area before thirty circles, it’s futile to
look.”

It was Omi who was talking about, as Omi’s eyes were focused on the mansions near the center of the
palace.

Mu Qianji asked, “If you purchase a residence at the thirty circle, approximately how many spirit
stones would you need?”

“Thirty circles of cave houses, different sizes, one large set of 100 6th grade spirit stones, one small
set of 1 6th grade spirit stone.”

“Ah, so expensive.”The eyebrows of the other buyers standing beside Mu Qianji furrowed.

Sixth grade spirit stones were a small price to Omi.

However, this scene, how was it somewhat deja vu.

It seemed that it wasn’t so easy to hang out in the imperial dynasty’s national capital, but although the
sixth grade spirit stone was small to Omi, the vast majority of immortal cultivators might not be able
to gather a sixth grade spirit stone in their lifetime.It wasn’t so easy to own a cave house of one’s own
in the imperial capital.

Although it was easy to afford, Omi could easily afford it, but where was Omi willing to live outside
the thirty circles. Remember the website .kanshu8.net

Omi asked, “May I ask, within five circles, approximately howmany spirit stones are in a set for the
cave?”

The staff member managing the cabinet snorted, “Within five laps?You’re thinking too much, those
who can own mansions within the five circles, none of them are strong above the Mahayana stage, and
a cave house in this location is not something that can be measured by spirit stones.”

Omi smiled, “If I had enough money, what lot of cave mansions could I buy?”

“I’m sorry, it’s gone within thirty circles, and even if it was, we don’t have the right to sell it.”

Omi asked, “By the way, what kind of person is Mo Yuyan from the Mo Dynasty?”



“Ah, how dare you call the eldest princess by her first name.”

“Uh, eldest princess, huh, sure enough.Alright, I know your eldest princess, give me a set of caves in
three circles.”Omi said.

“Senior, if you continue to mess around here, I can call someone.”The Management Pavilion staff said
rudely.

“I really know Mo Yuyan.”

The Management Pavilion’s staff took out a jade slip and shouted into it, “Imperial Guards, come here,
someone is causing a disturbance.”

In less than half a minute, two divisive stage powerhouses came.

“Who’s messing with the place?Really tired of living, and not looking at what this place is.”

Omi laughed, “Me, I’m messing around here.”

Two Divide Stage powerhouses immediately came up and found out that Omi was a Mahayana Stage
powerhouse, their faces changed.

“Who are you and why are you messing around here?”

Don Tzu-Chen said, “I want to purchase a cave house here, and I require it to be within three circles,
please, is that disruption?”

“This.”

“And is it too much to ask that I know your eldest princess, Miss Mo Yuyan, to ask to purchase a cave
house within three circles?”Omi said.

“Senior, let’s talk somewhere else, you’re a Mahayana stage powerhouse, it’s an honor for you to come
and settle in our Mo Dynasty, this is only a place for lower level cultivators to buy cave houses, you
shouldn’t be here ah.”The two Separation Stage guards said respectfully.

“That’s more like it.”

Omi was invited to another place.

“Senior, wait a moment, I’ve already reported your matter, I’m sure it won’t take long for someone to
come.”

Sure enough, no.

Not long after, about ten minutes later, a strong man of the eighth stage of the Mahayana stage came.

Omi busily stood up to greet him.

“Meet senior.”

“You are Omi?Want to settle in our Moji Dynasty?”



“Yes.”

“You’ve cultivated to the Mahayana stage at such a young age, it’s only logical that your background is
not simple, why did you come to settle in our place, and also, you said you know our eldest princess?”

“Yeah.Don’t ask so many whys, in short, I might have to stay in the Six Heavy Sea for a few hundred
years, I want to find a place where I can get my aura to cultivate, just ask if I can purchase a cave house
here within the three circles, if not, I’ll find another place, the rest of the eight Immortal cultivation
dynasties in the Six Heavy Sea are able to meet the conditions.”

“Oh, Fellow Daoist Tang, you’re welcome to come to us, but it’s true that there’s no cave house within
the three circles.”

Omi smiled, “When will your eldest princess return, and when can I meet her?”

“You know our eldest princess isn’t here?”

“Truth be told, it was on the ocean that I ran into her, thus I met her, and it’s because of her that I came
to settle here.”

That strong man of the eighth stage of the Mahayana stage said, “I’m not hiding anything from you, I
just got the news that our eldest princess has disappeared on the ocean.”

“Uh, are you kidding me, disappeared?”

“Yes, I can’t reach you, there will be a new relic coming out of the Sea of Death recently, and the ocean
is more chaotic in that area.By the way, if you did meet our eldest princess at the sea, then can you
give us some help.”

“Of course I can, it’s just, how come I can’t get in touch with her properly, two days ago, I met her at
sea.”

“Fellow Daoist Tang, can you come with me to meet Senior Elder Emperor.”

“Who is Elder Elder Emperor?”

“He is the father of the eldest princess, the eldest emperor of the Moji dynasty.If it’s possible, we
would also like to ask for your assistance in finding the missing eldest princess.”

“Of course.”

Omi had to follow that man into the palace.

Originally, he had come to buy a cave house, but it turned out that he had come to help.

Entering a palace hall, a group of people were in the main hall, studying a huge map.

“Senior Long Huang, I have a clue.”

“Hurry in.”A powerful man of the Transmigration Stage shouted, and Omi, standing at the entrance of
the palace, felt a huge presence.

The man at the eighth stage of the Mahayana stage said to Omi, “Fellow Daoist, go in and talk nicely,
the Princess is the youngest and most favored daughter of Senior Long Huang, if you really help Senior



Long Huang recover his daughter, it shouldn’t be difficult for you to achieve what you want to possess
the cave within the three circles.”

“Uh, I’m not looking for a cave house, I’m also a friend of Mo Yuyan.”After saying that, Omi walked into
the main hall.

Mo Yuyan had helped Omi in times of distress, how could Omi not lend a hand to save him, except that
Omi was only at the first stage of the Mahayana stage, in the Mo Dynasty, it shouldn’t be Omi’s turn to
do anything yet, there were a whole bunch of stronger ones waiting to lend a hand.

“Greetings to the Long Emperor.”

“Hiruzen, you are?”That old man looked at Omi and asked.

Omi said, “My name is Omi, I just came to the Mo Dynasty, I originally wanted to purchase a cave here,
but I unexpectedly learned that the eldest princess went missing at sea, so I came to assist.To tell you
the truth, I had two encounters with the Princess at sea, and I met her for the last time the afternoon
before yesterday.I hope, I can help you.”

“Quickly, where did you last see her?”The long emperor anxiously grabbed Omi’s shoulder.

Omi looked at the map, and in fact Omi didn’t know at which point on the map to position himself at
the moment.
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